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Introduction

• There’s no immediate solutions for increasing 

“productivity” (speed of clearance)

• So, in some of the most affected countries of 

the world survey will still need to be focus for the 

foreseeable future, until an estimation of 

contamination is established and prioritisations

conducted

• A risk reduction approach should be used for 

“emergencies”, but the principles of evidence 

based survey MUST not be forgotten
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Characteristics

• Unexploded cluster submunitions and other CM 

remnants have several characteristics that lend 

themselves to structured survey work (This distinguishes 

cluster munition from most other UXOs) 

• What is mostly true, whatever the failure rate, is that if 

you find one unexploded submunition you should find 

more

• Records of where bombs were dropped, the intended 

targets and the content of the CBUs may be of great 

assistance in understanding the contamination 



Characteristics continued

• Cluster bombs make a known and predictable “footprint” 

one the ground – the unexploded submunitions will 

almost always be within the boundary of this footprint

• The “risk” when surveying for cluster munition remnants 

may vary from country to country, depending on the 

types of submunitions dropped – but cluster 

submunitions are not landmines and so survey from 

inside out is possible in most cases – this may open for a 

more “agressive” hunt for evidence



Starting points

• The starting point for a technical survey (CMRS) can be 

found through Non-technical survey (NTS), including 

an analysis of historic data like accidents, previous 

clearance, villagers testimony – but always through a 

triangulation of data

• The determination of a starting point through non-

technical survey is normally better when personnel with 

some technical competence is conducting it

• Once a starting point has been located a survey team 

can divide up the area around in a structured manner 

and start the technical survey – can be physical or strong 

claim



Considerations

• CMRS to establish Confirmed Hazardous Area (CHA), in 

most cases

• Bombing data may be inaccurate and statistics may not 

be helpful for some countries with old contamination –

need to be considered for CCM obligations

• Survey for evidence of contamination, including

fragments – but each country context different

• This survey approach builds very much on Land Release

principles, making deciscions in the field based on

information gathered and evidence found - important for 

effectiveness – this does NOT mean that land should be 

released through other means than clearance
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Large CHAs
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SURVEY – Obvious but not yet fully established 

practice to define CM problem 

• Cluster Munition Monitor still records practice of full CMR 

clearance conducted with no or single cluster munitions 

found. 

• Possible explanations: 
• CHAs (SHAs) in the national databases are not based on good NTS 

and TS process. Do countries really have an accurate overview of 

the problem?  

• Operators are clearing the tasks without rigorous operational 

planning. Do operators really apply the best possible and most 

efficient effort? Are national standards still treating cluster munition

clearance too much like mine clearance or BAC, and not respect the 

particular characteristics of cluster munitions?  
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SURVEY – Obvious but not yet fully established 

practice to define CM problem

• We can appreciate that there is a need for country specific solutions to the 

CMR problem, but we urge affected states, donors and operators, to assess 

the following: 

• Is the affected country’s overview based on good non-technical and 

technical survey establishing CHAs? 

• Do national mine action standards of a particular country focus on finding the 

CM threat/footprint, rather than clearing polygons that might have been 

drawn with poor or inaccurate data and without direct evidence?  

• What is country’s key performance criteria (square meters cleared or 

threat/CHAs removed, or perhaps items/ m2)? 

• Do operators apply/ are they allowed to apply methodology for cluster 

munition survey/ clearance that are taking into the account the specific 

characteristics  of CMR.  
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SURVEY – Obvious but not yet fully established 

practice to define CM problem 

• NPA believes that application of CMRS type 

methodology (modified to accommodate for country 

specific situations) will further increase the efficiency, 

even if only applied in operational planning phase by the 

operators before deploying their clearance resources

• Affected states should enable the space to discuss the 

most efficient solutions and encourage operators to 

focus their expensive clearance efforts on finding the 

actual threat 
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NEW CLUSTER MUNITION CONTAMINATION –

Lessons learnt from previous emergency 

responses

• HRW published a report last week, confirming at 

least 224 CM strikes in Syria 

• As a community, we should all ensure that we 

learn from previous response to cluster munition

contamination and ensure that the remaining 

threat is removed as quickly, efficiently and 

safely as possible.   
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NEW CLUSTER MUNITION CONTAMINATION –

Lessons learnt from previous emergency 

responses 

• If only visual search is conducted in the initial response to remove 

the immediate threat, it should not be labeled as clearance but as 

immediate risk reduction measure only.  

• Any items removed and destroyed through this initial effort need to 

be properly recorded (with as much details as possible) as they are 

not only representing threat that is removed, but also evidence for 

the next phase when the actual clearance will take place. Proper 

recording and information management in this phase will enable 

proper CHAs to be established and enable the most efficient and 

effective clearance. 

• Emergency cannot be an excuse for poor planning, lack of 

documentation or poor information management – this should 

already be devised and adopted in the planning stages.
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